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NESTAC – The New Step for African Community is a nonprofit organisation, established to
support Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) migrants living in the North West of England.
We encourage community cohesion through the promotion of community-led projects,
provide a wide range of cross-cultural awareness workshops and develop research projects to
inform BME communities and policies particularly around Gender-Based Violence and
Human Rights.
SOS (Support our Sisters) is a NESTAC programme dedicated to combat Female Genital
Mutilation (FGM) through community-based approach to awareness-raising and peer
education. Services include: cross-cultural emotional support to adult women; Peer
Mentoring programme empowerment; Health Advocacy programme (‘ASPIRE, INSPIRE’
project); Youth work and school work programmes, and FGM Trainings for professionals and
community members.
NESTAC supports partnership work with statutory and nonstatutory organisations across the
North-West, working together with professionals and diverse communities, committed to
safeguard the rights of young girls and women affected by Gender-Based Violence.

My Community, Your Community
by Aziza Mulongo

There’s a story beneath us all.

The human eye is a powerful resource; it helps us see above and beyond.

A hidden agenda, a reason, a cause.

Above expectation, beyond reality.

Isolated, yet completely surrounded, whilst my jeans date the glacial… Steel edge of the
shopping mall seat.

Nothing is important like our community.

Observation at its finest, quickly defining the mystery that lies upon the eye we meet.
A puzzle, a challenge, a thought.
Different faces, different races, DNA at its greatest, creating art like an artist.
We always see our worst selves but what do others see?
Blurs of people strolling passed it’s my philosophy.

But which community? Mine, Yours.
Reflect upon this current policy, we have the power to fabricate a novelty…
Just by using basic philosophy…
There’s a story beneath us all.
A hidden agenda, a reason, a cause.

A Lady in black expression she lacks, a fresh face with an exception of a few creases.
Her melancholy stroll, eyes zoomed to the floor her silent cries are loud.
Her surface polished her soul demolished, a story beneath this crowd.
Eyes on the pounce for the following being, analysing, evaluating, studying my next victim.
His gear consisting of the finest leather, draped in a cashmere scarf set for the cold weather.
He carries a brief case with a dainty hold, nails filed to perfection, leads a life of gold.
Does he have LV? minus the O, E! But the O, E is what we don’t see.
Yet our microscopes can detect his overbearing lack of humanity.
Strip the Human from these things, and watch the emptiness appear from within…
Vulnerable and bare, fearful and scared…
There’s nothing... It’s just material bling.

“Young girls affected by Gender-Based
Violence should also be more
systematically involved in policy-making
decisions and service provisions “.
Aziza Mulongo

Bed Of Roses
By: Ishea Mehmood

“In a place filled with hatred we are left to our own
devices, to reshape a world that persists in creating
I lay in a bed of roses. I was young and naïve But I will never forget
The time I lay in a bed of roses
Still fresh in my mind
When I screamed the letters on the walls, I saw the sharp edge brawl
Against my body and grind Against what I thought was mine,
Leaving scars to last a lifetime
They finished with their little chimes, saying they ‘made me into a strong woman’ By showing
how weak I really was
Now after all these years
Her sweet face reminds me of my time… The same eager eyes
The same excited smile
The same story my parents told to clear my mind
But as I comb her hair and tie her shoes
I can’t help to think
My princess is going to lie in that same bed of roses.

barriers, preventing us from moving past the atrocious

acts of our own people. Our attempts at reaching equality
for all women and girls will not be belittled by those

defiant to our fight for justice; but will only strengthen
us and give us the faith to persevere.”
Angeline K. Umba

It Was Just A Holiday

Free Woman

By: Amna Saleem

by Daniel Angakudo

Excited! We were going on a holiday

A free woman is a free spirit.

It was going to be fun… Was I foolish enough to be happy?

A free woman Is independent in the mind…

Rooms filled with laughter, Celebrating, Me becoming an adult
That’s what I was told

And does what she wants. Goes out when she
wants,
comes home when she wants.

‘‘You’ll become the next hero’’, Said my aunt

A free woman is self-motivated…

An ongoing tradition that would make me Strong

And plays by her own rules.

That’s what I was told… They said every girl went through it

No doubt, no regrets.

To become a woman… It only hurts a bit

Empowered and self-confident.

But why was I not told? There’ll be Screaming! Crying!

A free woman knows her limits…

Broken bangles on the floor… Shower of blood!

And her heights.

Running down my body, The unbearable pain,

Beautiful inside and out,

The horror Shock! But why was I not told?

She stays strong without a doubt.

Tears dripping like dangerous waterfalls

She has the ‘BOSS’ mentality, which never fades.

Hands tied with a coarse cord, Swollen! But why was I not told?

A free woman does what she wants…

Lying on a bed, trying to sleep Nightmares
Making me weak, trying to think, This couldn’t be …
Humiliation Screeching pain, Was this really my family?
‘‘Don’t tell anyone about this!’’ Mother said
Remember, it was just a holiday…

And The Beat Goes

Teary Girl

By Pascoal Fernando

By Ishea MehmoodWe

And the beat goes….
Great soft music that will rescue you…
From your own world of pain.
And the beat goes….
Enjoy the music but you have to keep on
moving.
Just change the beat in to a great song and
let it takes you to a happy place.
“And there’s music, there’s beauty.”
And the beat goes…
Traditions and cultures, the sound of our
history’s customs.
And the beat goes….
The voice and sounds of women looking for
freedom.
And the beat goes…
What is it like to be able to experience freedom?
And the beat goes…
I am a prisoner of my own culture and tradition, I used to like this beat,
But now I hate the beat, I want to change the beat,
Will other’s follow the change of the beat?

We Can Do It

Happiness

By Rhiannan Lewis

by Rita Kapesa

I’m a girl with no voice but I know what is right.
I was painted for a reason So tell me about who I am.
Don’t change me to something else, You’re my mother.
You should be happy! I’m Happy.
Please don’t change me. God made me this way
And I like it. I like my hair, my hair is dark brown
And I want to keep it this way.
I’m Happy. Happy! Happy! Happy! Aren’t you happy?
I remember when you told me you loved my hair
And I wish I could keep it. I don’t like it short, I’m short
Why should I have short hair?
Everyone in my family has short hair.
I want you to be different and I am different.
I want you to stay different, So take me as I am.
Because I am me.

The Ceremony

Peek-A-Boo

By Fanta Kone

By Aziza Mulongo

Now you see me, now you don’t
After the FGM practice They organise a big ceremony
African design…
The girls have to wear the same long dress
African fabric…
Forget about the pain and enjoy
African blues…
The village will sing and dance for you.
African drums...
Now woman, you need a royal feast.
African food and drink...
forget yourself and respect the tradition
African culture…
Today I am alone with my pain, I am lost.
Shame on me, African woman...

Like a game of Peek-A-Boo.
Claim you know me, speak behind me,
But, do you really know what’s true?
A secret compartment, Shh… be quiet!
Was invaded, what a true HARASSMENT
My joy, now shame,
My sunshine, now rain
Sounds like British weather all over again!
I cleanse myself…. Begone!
I wash my hands in hope of….
My past has swam away. Down beside the ocean
Parachute in line with the horizon, Fly memoir, fly high, today.
My exterior is neutral, My inside is crucial
Why can’t my heart be the centre of attraction?
I’m in a confined space, Oh no, the walls are caving in!
No peace. No love. No space. Now do you see? Or do you not?
Will it remain a mystery? Or will it be solved?

The Word Is Out

The Voice

by Angeline Umba

by Aziza Mulongo

I have a right to call myself a hero
The superman of society.
Two sides of my life are parallel, the rest is irregular
Some may say its anxiety
I’m a human trapezium.
The word is going around.
They Know, they’re aware of what happened
To me.
The word is out…
It spread faster than a deadly disease.
The word is out…
I feel exposed, and the scars that healed
Have all of a sudden re-opened.
The word is out…
They think it’s a rumour,
But they have their doubts
The word is out…

In sync with my surroundings… a chameleon.
But nobody seems notices her… ‘That human rights officer’
They say that ‘love is patient’
They say that ‘love is kind’
They say ‘we are all equal’
I’d love to know who lied…
I wonder where the story Robin Hood was inspired from?
As we’re living in a world where the wealthy steal from the poor, for their own beneficial
chores…
And where money is more valuable than life.
My world community needs me.
But no one seems to see me, I’m just… ‘That human rights officer’
We are too quick to judge, to rant, and complain about poverty…
Or to watch, to pray, to sympathize, then do nothing.
The individuals we so called, are we’re really a herd of sheep in a farm?
But I’m just trying to be me.
By defending the poor, standing for peace and not war…
Yes, I am… The United Nations community.

My conscience is my best friend, my councillor and my aid

‘Never give up’!

My motivation, my inspiration, the gift that I wouldn’t trade.

I obeyed my voice and arranged a meeting…

It speaks to me as the sun rises, helps me reflect on my day

Preaching my thoughts, for that village I fought!

Without my conscience my life wouldn’t be at all the same.

Defending the rights of the Poor…

It sets me apart from the crowd; it appoints me to an aim.

The village was free at last!

It tells me “hunny, world peace is the missionary you claim.”

My soul was leaping… My spirit? Beaming!

If individuals can make history, then why can’t I?

Tears of joy, Niagara falling from my eyes.

My ambitions will continue to drive me to an endless journey of success…

Just one my accomplishments, just one of my prides!

I’ve seen things on my way. Some good… Some bad… Things that will make you smile, and
things that could make you cry.

Just one in a million things that don’t happen all the time…

The voice in my mind keeps telling me “80,000 more steps up that ladder so high”.
I’ve entered the heart of Africa and in many villages I witnessed outbursts of joy, REAL happiness and contentment…
With the simple things they live life with fulfilment.
A banana leaf football being kicked in the air children shouting, panting, kicking, scoring YAY!
Although that same village years back was constantly attacked
Humans… women… children... BANG!
The victims were innocent, youngsters losing their innocence
Boys being kidnapped to kill…
When I heard this atrophy, my voice said to me “These monsters need to pay the bill”.
I tried to speak to our government… There was no acknowledgement…
“We can’t get involved”, they say. Who really can, then?
They pretend to be neutral, steal all their natural wealth…
And watch them slowly die, I guess? Human Rights, where are you?
My voice said, “keep going” …
I flipped out told it, “when will you give me a rest”!

Reminiscing on those events, I am a hero!
It shifts any bad mood away from existence.
My voice telling me “you ought to organise your time if you want to be promoted to UN
executive leader”!
I chuckle… I may be a long way away from world peace…
But a world where we all live, where we’re all seeking UNITY…
A world where we should ALL act as ‘UN executive leaders’!
I’m a human trapezium.
In sync with my surroundings… a Chameleon.
But nobody seems notices… ‘That human rights officer’.

The Guardian
Project
Safeguarding and Supporting
Girls Affected by FGM
The Guardian Project is a free service across Greater Manchester
which coordinates care and support for girls and young women (up to
21 years old) affected by or at risk of Female Genital Mutilation (FGM).
Email: guardian.project@outlook.com Phone: 07449 651 677
Web: www.nestac.org.uk/projects/vawg

FOREWORD
As a young woman living in a society that offers many opportunities and allows me to take full
advantage of its resources and education, I have great pride in the achievements. I have been
able to make thus far.
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) has been a procedure known to destroy the futures of young
girls around the globe. To imagine a world where young girls feel rejected from society because
of their conditions has driven me to be a voice for the young girls who are victims of FGM.
Elevating the spirits of those who have been broken and who feel isolated from the world
because of FGM is my attempt at bringing equality to girls and women across the world.
This book starts and ends with Human Rights poems written by our Human Rights Senior Youth
Advocate Aziza Mulongo, an Undergraduate Lawyer.
ANGELINE K. UMBA
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